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Editorial
America's first six months of war will seem

from the point of view of history like the rousing

of some great animal, the gathering of his ener
gies for a stupendous, overwhelming effort. But
only the very discerning historian will see behind
these activities that are dramatically obvious in
an elemental way, and understand the transfor
mation of American thought, the birth of a new
attitude, of a new intention, the forging of a new
unity, the tentatives of a new national purpose.
War notoriously tries men's souls, discloses too
often an unimaginable greed, a tendency to petty

malicious persecution, a desire for domination,
as well as brutality and intolerant prejudice.
The gentleness and beauty of life, fair play and
generosity seem to have a diminishing place in
the atmosphere of these months.

But that is a

superficial appearance, the mere symptom of dis

valid. Those nations could do what they pleased
so long as they refrained from interference on
this Hemisphere.
*

*

*

Then came the rude disturbance that ended

our provincialism for all time. Those assuring
distances were found annihilated by the triumphs

of technology. Europe was suddenly next door,
and over those neighbors closest to us in tradi
tion and political conception was displayed the

menace of an engulfing savagery. The thousand
technicalities on which American intervention

was legalistically justifiable have in these months
fallen into a place of relative insignificance.
Those who believed in a civilization based on the

liberty of men were called upon to take weapons
in their hands and defend their faith.

It is the

turbance, little indicative of the stream that is

emergence and clarification of this faith that is

carrying American thought with daily accelera

the characteristic development in our national

tion to undreamed of distances.

thought. The affirmation of the democratic ideal

x

2k

xk

Six months ago we were spectators of the
world conflict, relatively indifferent to its po
litical and moral alternatives, keenly alive to its
economic opportunities, and increasingly callous
to its suffering. It was deplorable, but did not
seem to be our affair.

We felt distant and secure

in a narrow, complacent nationalism. The ocean
was our boundary, and it seemed pretty effectu
ally guarded for us by the British sea power.

We had had foreign trade of course, and some
were believers in the doctrine that foreign policy
was a game of backing concessionaires with bat
tleships. But in the main our attitude toward the

world was a great unenlightened indifference.
As for Europe, the principle of the Farewell Ad
dress had worn for a century and seemed still

has come out of the country's deep sincerity.
Every soldier who goes to France goes as a
crusader to free the world from the threat of

intolerable oppression. And to America, thanks
to the statesmanship of Mr. Wilson, belongs the
credit of having made the issue simple and final.
With her there is none of the confusion that

comes from the necessity of defending her imme
diate boundaries, of recovering lost provinces, of
safeguarding the scattered elements of empire.
Her duty is the defense of civilization and the
lifting of that civilization to the plane of inter
national cooperation. And this achievement does
not rest in the impossibly distant future. What
seems now a mere by-product of war organiza
tion is the very substance of the world's hope.

We are not merely the ally of England, of
France, of Russia. We have found and are find
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ing numberless efficient and successful ways of
cooperative enterprise. The missions of those
countries were more than official, they meant a
closer approach of peoples, they spoke their mes
sage in the legislative halls of the people's repre
sentatives, and directly in public assemblage.
The work of these missions will in time be recog

nized as one of the most pregnant aspects of
American intervention.

Who can doubt that the

league of nations is already emerging into
reality?
x

*

x

A clean purpose unalloyed by selfish ambition,
the simple definitive purpose of the Reply to the
Pope, the determination to secure the future of
democratic civilization, to make room for the

exercise of justice and right—this is America's
case. And it means the triumph of enlightened

liberalism, not only on the battlefield, but in
every council chamber of Europe. Very soon
there will not be a reactionary tory in England,

or a greedy profiteer in America, whose imagina
tion will not be fired by a vision of the world as
it may be, and whose patriotism will not be trans

Twentieth Year

At the outset the war called us sharply back
to nationalism.

It reminded us that the world is

not yet organized in economic groups. We were

called upon suddenly to cooperate with economi
cally hostile groups in the prosecution of the main
enterprise—the checking of nationalism run mad
—an enterprise that could be carried out only by
coming together on a nationalist front. A short
year ago we thought of President Wilson not
as the leader and spokesman of the political en
tity known as the United States, as against other
nations, but as the leader and spokesman of that
moderately radical movement within the United
States which seemed to offer us the best hope
for making progress against enemies within.
Nor can we or would we forget that he is still
the leader, not only of America as against Ger
many, but of that part of America which is intent
on the elimination within this country of special
privilege and economic absolutism. And while
we concur in regarding the defeat of Germany
as our first and paramount objective, we do not
therefore concede that Mr. Wilson is any the
less pledged to use every opportunity to safe
guard and strengthen the cause of economic de
mocracy.

formed by the reality and sincerity of the demo
cratic ideal. It is not the novelty of that ideal
but its unhesitating and overwhelming affirma

tion that gives America her moral leadership.
And, informed by the study of every interna
tional question, buttressed by the consciousness

x

*

x

No sane radical expected revolutionary
changes as a result of Mr. Wilson's election.
Those who are both informed and honest will

have to admit that the radical movement had not

of right, that leadership will be welcomed in
Europe as a guide out of the bitterness and con
fusion of war to a durable cooperation of na
tions.
x

*

x

What of the cause of democracy at home?
Not only has the man power of the nation been
mobilized, but its commerce and industry, and
there has been an enormous extension of the

power and functions of the Federal Government.
The changes of the past six months could not
have been made without materially advancing or
retarding the movement for economic democracy.
We were assured in advance that a nation at war

parted for the time being with individual free
dom, that democracy was sure to suffer griev
ously, that the tories and the jingoes inevitably
assumed the upper hand. What has been the
fact?

prepared the ground for such changes, had not
yet translated its protests against the existing
order and its visions of a better one into a politi
cal program capable of being presented to a fed

eral executive or a federal legislature. Let us
face the fact, for instance, that Singletaxers have
not been able to agree upon a federal bill for the
taxation of land values.

Let the Socialists face

the fact that no practicable, well worked out
scheme for government acquisition of the rail
roads, let alone the steel industry, has been
presented to Congress. Let us face the fact that
we are still engaged in perfecting our indictment,
and getting it accepted by enough people to make
it worth while to talk about specific and practi
cable political action. Let us realize that in Mr.
Wilson we have, not a magician who is prepared
and capable of going farther in executive action

than our radicals can go in thought, but a leader
who accepts our indictment and our protest and is
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ready to take any executive step that we make

it possible for him to take, either by offering him
a workable plan and capable men for the job or

by such agitation as will create the public support
which he would require for action.
x

*

x
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cision once made, we were embarked on a grim
and terrible enterprise calling for every ounce
of our strength. Until the decisive checking of
Germany is assured, Mr. Wilson and his war
secretaries must be not only preoccupied but
obsessed with such problems as the military situ

ation on the French and Belgian front, the sub
At the outset then, it is for us to recognize
and keep in mind the unpreparedness of Ameri
can radicalism at the time when it was called

marine menace, the raising, equipping and pro
visioning of our armies, and the provisioning
of our Allies. To them is not permitted that

upon to take its part in the nation's industrial and

detachment and leisure which permits us to

economic battle line. Nor was it merely unpre
pared. It was also unwilling. The years of Mr.
Wilson's second administration might have

devote a large share of our time and attention
to considering how this or that phase of war

wrought a change in the radical movement of

that economic group within the nation. Above
all, upon Mr. Wilson has been laid, by common
consent of the liberal world, the responsibility

America.

Already he had enlisted in govern

ment service many of the veteran leaders.

In

1916 he was supported for re-election, by or

preparations will affect the advantage of this or

of diplomatic leadership, not only now but at
the peace conference. The future of every race
and every nation on the globe will be profoundly
affected by the declarations of principles and in

ganized labor and democrats outside of the
labor movement to an extent never before ap
proached in American politics. But our radicals
had not with a few exceptions, effected the

tent for which the world looks to Mr. Wilson

transition from the status of theorists, protes

as the spokesman for the American democracy.

tants, opponents, to that of engineers facing the

These principles must be reduced to terms that

task of working out their theories. A surprising

will carry understanding and conviction, and
they must be applied to situations of infinite
complexity.

ly large proportion of them, as the event proved,

were wedded to a habit of opposition which had
become so fixed that they quickly abandoned
their faith in Wilson as soon as his leadership
led toward war, an abomination for which they

had a formula that did not admit the possi
bility of waging one in the cause of democracy
and peace.
We find, then, Mr. Wilson deserted at the

*

*

x

The mobilization for war has required intense
and enthusiastic effort by thousands of execu
tives, in and out of government service. While
so many of our radicals were forming them
selves into a grand chorus of opposition and de

outset by just those who, granting that they had

nunciation, our industrial and financial leaders

not been entirely mistaken a year ago, could

were rushing to Washington to surround the ad
ministration and to proffer their aid. Men carry
ing the burdens now borne by Mr. Wilson and
his executives must feel behind them the sup
port of their people. They must feel solid earth
under their feet. And while support has been
withheld by so many of our radicals, it has been
forthcoming in ample measure from men like
Mr. Vanderlip, Mr. Gary, Mr. H. P. Davison,

have supported him and aided him in advancing
the cause they professed. Even after the war
was upon us, they preferred the distinction of

belonging to a minority opposition and going
about “with a pleasant horror in their voices

of all that was afoot.”
x

*

x

All that is said here rests, of course, on the

Judge Lovett-scores and thousands of others—

premise that our entry into the war was, so far

men who are powerful, men who are able, men

as Mr. Wilson and the Government and the

who are patriots according to their own lights.
They have been ready for any task that might

majority of the people are concerned, in re
sponse to the imperative dictates of enlightened
pacifism and democracy. And in considering

be assigned them.

all that has happened during the past six months,

of history of some future generation might ex

we can never lose sight of the fact that, the de

pect to read that Mr. Wilson perforce accepted

Given the situation here outlined, the student
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the situation, bade a reluctant farewell to those
who had deserted him and to any hope of ad

vancing the cause of economic democracy during
the war, and, turning for help to those who
offered it, proceeded with the main enterprise,
consoling himself in the thought that temporary
defeats for economic democracy at home were,

apparently, unavoidable, and that at least he
would succeed in his great purpose of establish

ing the democratic ideal and the pacifist method
in the, for the moment, paramount field of in
ternational relations.
What has been the fact?

Organized labor and the principle of collective
bargaining have secured extensions and recog
nition where none would have hoped for them

a year ago. The Government has abandoned its
neutrality, and in contracts for war supplies
or in supplementary agreements has imposed

Twentieth Year

out of war and to protect the Government and
the people from extortionate prices. The Presi
dent had at his disposal the Federal Trade Com
mission, and he promptly called upon it under
the National Defense Act to ascertain as speedily

as possible the cost of manufacturing articles
that the Government would require in great
quantities. These figures have been obtained for
several of the most important basic industries.
The Commission has gone further in equipping
itself to obtain accurate cost figures than it would
have gone in five years of peace. Its reports are
made to the President, for the use of the war
Secretaries and the War Industries Board, and

the figures can be made public only on order of
the President. How have they been used? We
are dealing now with the work of Mr. Wilson's
agents, for whom he is responsible, but over
whose acts he cannot undertake to exercise de

democracy at the same stroke, place him far

tailed supervision. Secretary Daniels set the
pace by insisting upon lower prices for steel than
the great producers were willing to pay. He
pressed his point so firmly that the second largest
producer was once reported on the point of de
clining to operate under his schedule. As to coal
prices, too, there was much negotiating between
government agencies and operators before the
Fuel Administration was installed. Secretary

above those radicals whose contribution to the

Baker as Chairman of the Council of National

union conditions and union recognition on em

ployers who were only recently boasting that
they would spend their last cent before they
would submit to what they termed “union dic
tation.” Mr. Gompers has been criticized in
these columns, but his support of the Govern

ment, his generalship in taking advantage of the
situation to advance unionism and international

crisis has been negative and dejected denuncia
tion of those in power. The spread of industrial
democracy during the past six months is a gain
of the first importance. The Government's
abandonment of neutrality as between industrial
absolutism and industrial democracy is epoch

making. Secretary Baker has had time to spare
from a Herculean military task to install as his
confidential advisors such well-grounded radicals
as Walter Lippmann and Dr. Felix Frankfurter,
and they have aided in formulating and executing
a labor policy as enlightened as organized labor
itself had planned. Mr. Wilson himself found
time to pause in his consideration of military and
diplomatic problems long enough to appoint a
commission of understanding democratic union
ists and employers to study the Western labor

Defense repudiated an agreement on prices en
tered into between the operators and the Advis
ory Committee on Coal Production of the Coun
cil. He denounced it as exorbitant, and subse
quently much lower prices were formally and
legally fixed by the Fuel Administration.
The President's own part in the price-fixing

program consisted in two declarations of policy,
the appointment of a War Industries Board, and
a firm insistence upon the bill which created for
Mr. Hoover the post of food administrator with
ample power, and which gave to Mr. Wilson
himself the power to fix prices for food and fuel

and to commandeer and operate for the Govern
ment any plant, mine, mill or slaughter house
engaged in the production of food or fuel. The

policies which he declared were, first, that profits

situation and find more fundamental remedies

and patriotism should not be mentioned in the

than deportations and prosecutions.

same breath, and, second, that prices should be

x

*

x

How our mobilization should affect labor was

perhaps the most urgent and important domestic
problem. The second was how to take the profit

the same to the Government and to the public.
x

*

x

In the field of prices, the most serious defeat
for the progressives in the Administration was

,
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undoubtedly the decision against pooling. Com
missioner W. B. Colver of the Trade Commission

urged it almost to the point of acceptance, but

*

other influences prevailed. Mr. Colver's plan
was applied specifically to coal, but it could have
been applied as well to other commodities. It
provided for Government purchase of all coal
mined, on a basis of cost of production plus a
fair profit, the cost to be the actual cost at each
mine. The coal would then be pooled for
reselling at an average price. Government in
spectors and engineers would supervise opera
tions at mines where the costs were dispropor

, tionately high, suggest improvements, and even
offer the Government's credit for installing
improved machinery or methods. Under this

plan, prices for steel or any other commodity

would not have to be fixed at a figure that would
take care of the most inefficient and poorly
advantaged producer in order to maintain maxi

mum production, and thus at a figure yielding
excessive profits for the majority of producers.
The organized miners opposed the plan as applied
to coal production, in the fear that government
officials would screw down the costs to a degree
that would leave no margin for wage in
CreaSeS.

It is too early to judge the success of either
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against unduly high prices. Much has been sacri
ficed to speed, and the justification must be sought
in the astounding record of achievement involved

in getting under way all the vast machinery of a
military and naval mobilization on a scale never

before dreamed of. During the critical days of
negotiating over prices, a situation existed with
respect to the revenue bill which played into the
hands of the profiteering industrial interests.

High rates were being proposed by the progres
sives in Congress for excess profits taxation. The
lobbyists of big business urged at the Capitol that
these profits were being absorbed into the treas
ury through price-fixing, while at the other end

of town other agents were urging upon the price
fixing boards that the question of prices was
immaterial, since Congress was preparing to take
excess profits by taxation.
It is in the finance policy of the Government
that democracy at home has suffered its most
important defeat. Congress was left without ex

ecutive guidance except for the President's early
declaration in favor of a program that would
raise at least half the required revenues by tax
ation. He did not press the point, and in the final
days of the discussions in Congress the White
House issued a statement formally disavowing
any interference.

Whether the President felt

Mr. Hoover as Food Administrator or Mr. Gar
field as Fuel Administrator. Mr. Hoover started

that public opinion as represented in Congress

3 with the confidence and good will of the labor
leaders and other progressives who talked with
him. Later, he was criticized for the appoint

guidance or whether he feared the passive re

ment as local state administrators of such men
actionaries and active enemies of democratic
• movements. But it is said in Mr. Hoover's behalf

are matters of conjecture. The fact remains
that Congress in rejecting the higher rate on
excess profits and letting them off with a tax of
31 per cent. played directly into the hands of

that he is probably deliberately selecting as lieu

those influences at work to make the war un

tenants just those men who, if left to themselves,
would be the enemies of the program which they

popular and to discredit the Government.

as Thomas Stearns of Denver, pronounced re

are now called upon to advance. The question
of the day with regard to Mr. Hoover is whether
- he is sincerely anxious to lower prices to the

American public, and not merely intent on in
creasing production and lessening consumption,
even if the latter object is attained by leaving
prices at prohibitive levels.
x

*

x

should settle the question at issue without his
sistance of our financial and industrial leaders

if he threw his influence with the progressives

A

study of Congress' part in this failure discloses
its members strongly under the influence of a
passing phase of war psychology. It is freely
avowed in Washington that numerous Senators
voted against the 80 per cent. rate on excess

profits because they feared to appear on the same
roll call with Senator La Follette. They were
afraid that these roll calls would be flaunted by
their opponents in the next campaign. It is a
phenomenon that means more than the cowardice

In the field of war contracts, there is no claim

of politicians. It means that this war is being

at Washington that the price-fixing program has
entirely succeeded in protecting the Government

waged by the American people, that their wrath

will be visited first upon those who oppose the

The
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main purpose, and only secondly upon those who
permit privilege to profit from the enterprise.
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confirmed in their opposition to the nation's main
purpose. It should receive powerful assistance
from thousands who are not so confirmed, but

>k

x

2k

After the failure of Congress to conscript
wealth, the Post Office censorship and the prose
cution of I. W. W. leaders have given most con

who heretofore have surrendered to the impo
tence of doubt and misgiving.
x

2k

x

Both are manifes

One of the incidental evils of the war revenue

tations of the hysteria and intolerance that appear
superficial symptoms, in the sense that the emo
tional cause will disappear. In the meantime,
they have stimulated and put on their guard the
champions of liberty. But we have escaped such

bill, with its low rate on excess war profits, is the
feeling of many persons that the Government, in
offering bonds for sale, is undertaking to borrow
wealth at 4 per cent that should have been con
scripted. If the workers and producers do not
respond as heartily as Mr. McAdoo expected,

fundamental defeats as would have been involved

he will not have to look beyond the revenue

in conscription of labor, compulsory arbitration,

bill for the cause. But indifference toward the
success of the loan would mean a serious mis

cern to American democrats.

in a time of excitement. They are comparatively

and the lowering or suspending of labor safe

guards. These, thanks to President Wilson and

take in the policy of those who are dissatisfied

Mr. Gompers, we have avoided entirely, and on

with the revenue bill.

the whole the cause of industrial democracy has

enough. At the next session of Congress the
fight for conscription of wealth will be renewed.

gained tremendously during the past six months.

Their course is clear

If private employers in Montana and Arizona

Future bond issues can be reduced in amount,

have used the iron hand, it was a hand they kept
only slightly concealed in peace times, and they

and we can insist that interest and sinking fund

have

used

it

now

because

labor's

renewed

strength and militancy have brought the need.

for those already issued shall be raised by taxes
on privilege and wealth. In the meantime,
every intelligent democrat will throw his influ

The story of the copper mines is not yet fin

ence toward as wide a distribution of the bonds

ished, and the concluding chapters will tell a
different story.

now selling as possible. It is not only that Con

*k

x

*

gress has spoken and the country must carry

through the program as an essential part of
its mobilization for war.

It is also that we can

Reviewing the past six months and considering
what might have been the record under a Hughes

not afford to create a situation in which the great

or a Roosevelt, can any intelligent democrat fail

their country at the last moment, and rescue the

to realize that in the men at the helm in Wash

bond campaign from failure.

ington we have leaders worthy of our support,

succeed, and if in the closing days of the cam

anxious to get it, and needing only that support
in full measure for the carrying out of an inten
tion that squares with our own? And there are
signs that they will receive it, that henceforth

paign its success lies in the hands of a few

their resistance to our domestic autocrats and

beneficiaries of privilege will not be quite so
thankless. If ever men needed our confidence,
our prayers, our encouragement, our active help,

it is these. The domestic history of this war is in
the making. A new revenue bill must be drawn

this winter. The existing arrangements between
Government and industry are subject to revision
at any time. There is no revenue program. The
future is in the hands of the people and of men
responsive to their will. The democratic cause

can look for no help in the days ahead from those

financial groups can come forward as saviors of
The issue must

powerful banking groups, the hard-pressed fed
eral Government will not be able to withhold

from them its recognition. Let every true demo
crat subscribe up to the limit of his ability. He
can then give the lie to those who are ever ready
to brand him as a copperhead and a slacker. And
he will save the country from those “patriots”
who otherwise will be able to wring even greater
advantage from a revenue program that has al
ready done too much to strengthen their position.
sk

x

2k

When the Russian soldiers, following the
Revolution, began fraternizing with German
troops it was thought by many that German
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propaganda was taking advantage of the oppor
tunity to trick the new Government into a separ
ate peace. It was predicted at the time, however,

by certain far-seeing men that such fraternizing
was more likely to impregnate the German soldier
with the Russian idea of liberty than to corrupt
the Russian soldier with the German idea of

tyranny. This prediction has had a striking con
firmation in the recent revolt in the navy. How
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cation of property for taxation at different rates
“according to the nature of the property and the
effect of the tax,” it goes on to say that tax laws
should encourage industry and that “those who
hold our natural resources out of use should

be thus penalized, if anybody, instead of those
who do things.” If the party candidates are

truly representative of the spirit of their plat
form, then they deserve election.

much discontent there may be in the army and
navy, or what the aspirations of the German
people is almost wholly a matter of conjecture.

Paying the Debt

National pride compels the allegiance of many,
and the stringent censorship covers the mutter
ings of those who have passed the limit of en
durance. But it would be to deny the relation
of cause and effect to suppose that the German
mind has remained unaffected by the changes
in the world about it. Even if the open discus

Borrowers in great stress are apt to think
less about ultimate payment than of immediate
relief.

But there are some who view the mount

place the German people in control of their own

ing war debts with forebodings, and not a few
who look forward with apprehension to a finan
cially enslaved world staggering under a crush
ing burden of taxation. It may be idle to at
tempt a forecast of the exact method by which
society will right itself, but it is not unreasonable
to suppose that the legislation that will follow a
return of peace will be as unprecedented as
that which has accompanied the war. The very

government. The leaven is working.

magnitude of present undertakings has accus

sion of the naval revolt be taken as an effort on

the part of the Government to suppress the

growing restlessness of the Socialist it never
theless indicates a wholesome discontent that

must lead ultimately to a readjustment that will

x
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tomed men's minds to new ideas, and the present
unexampled sacrifices are preparing them for a

xk

A true democratic platform has been adopted
by the Massachusetts Democratic State Conven
tion, which may well serve as a model for Demo
cratic or Republican conventions in other

new order.

Considering the one question of meeting the
financial obligations of the war it is quite evi
dent that these debts will not be financed in the

old way. In the first place it would be imprac
ticable, other things remaining as before the war,
American politics to be between liberal and re to lay such a burden upon industry. In the next
actionary, it leaves to others the opportunity to place it is unnecessary. Already the thought of
fish for reactionary support. “Liberals” it says, wealth conscription is in many minds. Dis
“are those who believe in placing the control patches from London within the week recount
of the Government in the hands of the people the growth of the idea among the leaders of the
themselves to be exercised in such a way as to British Government; and it is specifically stated
make the country a better place to live in for that the Government is almost on the point of
poor as well as for rich. Reactionaries are levying directly upon capital. Such a step may not
those who are at heart opposed to real democ be taken during the war, but that or a similar re
racy, either political or industrial, and who are sort will be inevitable upon the dawn of peace.
advocates of privilege.” It specifically declares
Even were there any hesitancy on the part of
states. It makes no effort to conciliate the tory
element. Declaring the real line of cleavage in

for woman suffrage, and the Initiative and

the British Government to take such action, the

Referendum. It urges what is in effect recall
of a judicial decision that practically nullified

course of Germany, her great industrial rival,
will compel it. For it may be stated on the au

On the

thority of a leading American diplomat that the

question of taxation it takes ground more ad
vanced than has been occupied hitherto by
either of the large parties. Advocating classifi

the Workmen's Compensation Act.

proposal of this action was urged upon the Ger

man Government a year ago by no less a person
than the present Vice-Chancellor, Dr. Karl Helf
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he said, would equal about one-fourth of the na
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a breaking of faith, and leads to a long train of
evils that accompany an impairment of na

tional wealth. The interest charge alone would
exceed the normal revenue. To place such a
burden upon industry at a time of depleted man

tional credit... It is also unnecessarily harsh, in

power would be an insuperable handicap to re
covery. He proposed, therefore, that one fourth

savings of the relatively poor, and leave intact

of the national wealth be commandeered to dis

that the burden would fall upon those only who
hold bonds at the time, and might confiscate the
the wealth of those having other investments.
But conscription of wealth, limited to those

charge the debt. This may be done, for whether
or not a German revolution takes place at this

above a generous minimum, falls only upon those

time there is almost a certainty that sufficient

their means.

changes and modifications in the Government
will be made to permit this action. Those who
recall the voluntary contribution to the German
war chest a few years ago will realize the proba

present national wealth, but it does balance the
account of this long-suffering generation, and
enables the next generation, debt-free, to begin
anew the task of making the world a fit abode

bility of such action as that suggested by Von

for the children of men.

able to bear it, and upon them in proportion to
It does not increase or decrease the

Helfferich.

But if such a step is taken by Germany,
France and Great Britain will be forced to take

Public Ownership and Labor

similar action, in order that industry in those
countries may meet the competition of their

Extension of government control and operation
of industry would make more rapid progress at

rival. And if France and Great Britain, why not

Washington if it were not for organized labor's

the United States? No protective tariff, and no
amount of government price-fixing or other

fear of the bureaucrat and the politician who are
intent on economies and capable of achieving them
at the expense of the working force. This con
flict between organized labor and those progres

regulation will enable American industry bur
dened with the present and prospective war

debt, to compete with the freed industry of
Europe. Discharge of the war debt by the con

sives whose efforts are directed to relief of the

scription of wealth in one country will compel
conscription of wealth in all countries.
Nor is such a proposal so drastic as it sounds.

price-fixing, coal mine owners and the organized
miners have agreed upon substantial wage in
creases conditional upon the granting by the Fuel
Administration of a higher price for coal at the

The world accepted the conscription of men be
cause of immediate need. It will accept the con
scription of wealth because of ultimate neces
sity. And the idea will be received the more
kindly because men's minds will have had more
time to readjust themselves. For, after all, the

shock is more seeming than real. To discharge
a debt amounting to one fifth of the national
wealth by conscripting that amount does not
mean that one fifth of the wealth of the Nation

is to be destroyed, or sent out of the country. It
means only that there will be a shifting of
credits within the country, a balancing of book
accounts by distributing a burden that rests upon

general public creates a serious situation. Under

mine mouth.

The miners were instrumental in

defeating a price-fixing plan that probably would
still further have reduced the price of coal. They
opposed it because it involved a high degree of
governmental control over mining costs and
methods. Singletaxers may rejoice in their pos

session of a plan that will avoid the difficulties
of either state socialism or guild socialism, or
any of the forms of syndicalism. But it is for
them also to grapple with these difficulties, be

cause they recognize the necessity of making

class who cannot and will not bear it, and the
placing of it on the better-to-do class who can

progress along the lines of government ownership
as to railroads and other public utilities. Many
will agree with such authorities as Mr. Louis F.
Post that we must have a great deal more of state
socialism before we can achieve the ultimate goal
of economic freedom, and there is a lively contro
versy among them as to whether government

and must assume it.

ownership must not be extended not only to rail

all the people to the shoulders of a part of the
people; that is to say, it means the removal of

the load from the shoulders of the laboring

This is not repudiation.

Repudiation means

roads and other artificial monopolies, but to some
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of the so-called extractive industries as well.

The first requisite for enlisting organized
labor's support instead of its opposition to
further government control and to government
operation is an understanding of labor's point of
view by the proponents of government owner

ship. Such an understanding will be obtained by
studying some of the operations already con
ducted by the Government which involve the
employment of large numbers of men. In the
Post Office Department, for instance, govern
ment officials who are entirely progressive so far
as the interests of the general public are con

cerned, have been reactionary and oppressive in
their treatment of the labor question. The
unions composed of postal employes feel that
their rights and interests have been disre

garded, and there has been much dissatisfac
tion.
Proponents of government ownership
could do nothing better than to give their atten
tion to such instances and to insist that the gov
ernment shall be the ideal employer, not only as
regards hours, wages and conditions, but also
with respect to a democratic organization of the
working force. The record is not all bad, by any
means. In the Navy Department, union men
employed at the yards have been treated in a
spirit of fairness and with a full recognition by
the officials of the principle of collective bargain
ing. In the War Department, Secretary Baker

has proved his understanding of fundamental
democracy by standing out for union wages and
conditions in plants working on war orders.
And it was through the intervention of the Gov
ernment that union principles have at last been
recognized by the great shipbuilding corpora
tions.
But the officials who do not understand the

movement for industrial democracy are numer
ous enough to keep alive the distrust of govern
ment operation in the minds of labor leaders and
their followers. A government official whose
devotion to the public interest is unquestionable
and who is working with the sole purpose of re
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“the public” as an aggregate of middle-class
individuals and labor as a social group that is al
ready receiving all the reward its intelligence and
industry warrants.
What labor also fears in government owner
ship is the tendency to follow “standards” of
wages, hours and conditions. Labor's progress
as between trades and industries has been exceed

ingly uneven.

Here and there the workers in

certain industries have been able to advance their

wages and general welfare far out of proportion
to the progress made in other industries. These
conditions then become beacon lights for wage
earners less fortunate. So progress has been

made. Such progress would be more difficult if
the employes were deprived of the support that
public opinion will give them in a contest with
employers whose primary object is private profit.
In government employment, it is harder to shift
to the employer the burden of proving that the
status quo as regards wages and conditions is
right. Before they can gain the support of or
ganized labor, proponents of government owner
ship must accept labor's thesis that the status quo
is never right, that there can be nothing static,
no standardization, in the condition of labor until
it secures a vastly greater proportion of the
wealth which it creates. Yet recent hearings be
fore a Congressional committee showed that

thousands of government employes in Washing
ton were working for shamefully low wages.
No one familiar with the politics of public own
ership campaigns will deny that labor's apathy,
distrust, or outright opposition has often been an
important factor in defeating a promising move
ment. There are conspicuous exceptions. But
these usually occur when the private employing
interest has pursued a reactionary labor policy.
Everyone knows that the railroads have been in
fluenced toward a liberal policy in dealing with

the big brotherhoods because they needed the
good-will and the tremendous political influence
of their skilled train operatives. They have not
always had it; the brotherhoods in many in

ducing expenses and saving money for the public

stances have thrown in their lot with other

can be a much more resolute and invincible
obstacle to an advance in the condition of the

democratic forces in opposition to the railroads.
But the liberal policy of the roads has most cer

employes under his direction than a private
profiteer. Men who believe in public ownership

and who oppose the special privileges of big busi
ness may thus be the worst enemies of public
ownership, if they happen to be men who see

tainly taken the edge off the enthusiasm of the
brotherhoods for government ownership. They
will oppose government ownership until they
can be assured that it will not involve the loss of

their opportunities to improve their condition by
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voluntary action, and that representatives of the
employes, responsible to them, will share in the

wage increases for 500,000 coal miners or 400,

management.

number of human beings benefited is large
enough to meet the cry of selfishness that may be
raised against the leaders. To cut off these gains,
to make them harder of attainment, should not be
the immediate result of government operation
or control. The employes are right in insisting
that the economies of public operation must be
effected elsewhere, and until this is assured they
are justified in opposing it.

With labor, it is the old familiar fear that they
are to be made the “goats” of the forward

movement. No well-organized working force in
any industry is willing to give up its right to use
its power in the free-for-all scramble for advan
tage until it has assurance that its sacrifices will
not be in vain—that landlords and other monop
olists will not absorb all the gains. Substantial

OOO railroad operatives are tangible gains. The

War Patriotism
By Louis F. Post

The readiness of privileged beneficiaries of
the rich natural resources of our country, to re
linquish through war taxation not only part
but if necessary all the unearned profits of those
resources in preference to burdening any one's
earnings with war expenses, is a fair test of
their professions of patriotism. How can they
object to this principle of financing our war in
defense of a land of which they own so much,
without thereby discrediting every patriotic pro
fession they make?
Not all of patriotism is it to preach patriotic

self-sacrifice, to hang flags out of windows or
to pin them to coat lapels, to rise perfunctorily
when a restaurant band strikes up the national
air, or to exalt one's own patriotism self
righteously. These things may express patriotic

sentiments or they may not. They often signify
no more than conformity to fashion; sometimes
they mask purposes which to patriotism are un
speakably abhorrent. True patriotism is radi
cally different. It wells up out of that love of
country which in its essence is love of all man

kind—out of that sense of nationality which is
prophetic of internationality. American patriot
ism, at any rate, implies devotion to the demo

cratic ideal our flag symbolizes; and this ideal is
human brotherhood—fall we short of it though
never so far.

When genuine, patriotism is modest.

“vaunteth not itself” and “is not puffed up.”

Nor is it greedy of unearned gain. Brummagem
patriots there be, to be sure, whose greed keeps
pace with their arrogance. Such as these cling
tenaciously to the unearned profits of their
privilege of saying with legal force and effect,
“The natural resources of this country are
ours!” Let us not be deceived by them to our

national undoing. What are they but slackers?
While hundreds of thousands of young Amer

icans, most of whom do not own enough of the
natural resources of their country for a grave,

are conscripted into the battle-lottery of death in
defence of it, shall monopolists of Nature's gifts
to it be patiently heard with objections to con
scripting their unearned wealth in preference to
industrial earnings? Think of our natural coal,
iron and oil deposits, of our ducal domains of
fertile farming lands speculated out of use or
farmed by tenants, of the fortunes in our city
lots, of our kingdoms of forest areas—all de
veloping increasing values as mere premiums of
ownership! Increases, moreover, which are
largely due to the war itself. Think then of
their owners objecting to special war taxation on
those unearned values! If these be not slackers,
whom shall we with honest face denounce as

slacker?

They are worse than the weakest

slacker of common reproach—as much so as
Like

Paul's concept of the charity that is love, it

sordid greed is worse than physical fear.
Only types, however, are they; for the trail of
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this sordid treason runs through the whole do
main of Big Business—which, by the way, is bad
not because it is big but because its interrelated
interests are monstrously rooted in natural-re
source monopolies. The condemnation is for all.
Whoever in any way takes advantage of his
country's war necessities to get “easy money”
is not a patriot but a ghoul. It was this ghoulish
type of patriot that President Wilson's words re
buked when he said that “patriotism has nothing
to do with profits” in times like these. Stinging

but sadly needed and justly applied were those
words. So were other parts of the same ad
dress.” “In these tragical months when the
liberty of free men everywhere, and of industry
itself, trembles in the balance,” said the Presi
dent, “in these days of our supreme trial, when
we are sending hundreds of thousands of our
young men across the seas to serve a great
cause, . . . no true patriot will permit himself to
take toll of their heroism in money or seek to
grow rich by the shedding of their blood; he will
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labor exploiters rich! Such demands, amazingly
candid, have made some of our war prepara
tions seem as sordid as snatching pennies from
dead men's eyes.
What wonder if there has been solicitude for
hard won industrial standards? What wonder if

sordid patriotism, diluted with patriotic hysteria,

has made the common sense of the country slow
to recover from a fear that money-makers had

plunged us into the war?" Vastly more of the
questioning of our country's cause is attributable
to popular reaction from patriotism of the sordid
and the hysterical kinds than to anything the

“lunatic fringe” of pacifism has done or could
do. As the justice of our country's cause clari
fies, however, and patriotic hysteria calms down,

“the tricks and the manners” of profiteering
patriots rise into view like muddy rocks out of a
falling flood."
In welcome contrast, the democratic assur

ances of the President appear in high relief. At

almost the very beginning of the war he prom

give as freely and with as unstinted self sacrifice

ised that our standards of industrial life shall

as they.”
Among the disloyal activities of ghoulish pa

not be imperiled. Declaring in an address early

triotism has been its insistence upon lowering in
dustrial standards” in the interest of easy profits.
Let the barriers that have been erected in our de

veloping democracy for the protection of child
hood from debilitating drudgery” be thrown

in the war" that he had been “very much
alarmed ” at “the apparent inclination of the
legislatures of one or two of our States to set
aside even temporarily the laws which have
safeguarded the standards of labor and of life,”

the President said he thought nothing could be

down, so that profiteering employers may be more deplorable than that. “We are trying,”
prosperously patriotic! Let the government
commandeer working men for private employ
ment, that there may be no deficiency of war

he continued, “to fight in a cause which means
the lifting of the standards of life, and we can

fight in that cause best by voluntary cooperation.

supplies and incidentally an abundance of war
* “Has it ever occurred to you business men, that the story

profits! Let organized labor be disrupted, so
that organized business, if it must bargain in
stead of commandeering, may bargain with
defenseless individual workers ruthlessly! Let
women be rushed without necessity into employ

ments for which they are physically unfit, so
that the country may be saved by keeping
wages down in the interest of profits and making
* President Wilson's address to the country on “Prices,”
July 11, 1917.

has gone forth, that, you are not patriotic, that you have been
profiteering?

And did it ever, occur to you that the working

man has said to himself he will insist on

£

his share of

the swag? My position is that there should be no “swag” to
divide between you.
have said to labor that this is no
time to insist on union recognition and no time to insist on
changes in labor standards.

But I also want to say to you

employers that this is no time to stand on your prejudices, no
time to insist on profiteering.”-William B. Wilson, Secretary
of . Labor. Speech at the war Convention of Business Men,
Atlantic City, N. J., September 20, 1917.

* Some one has well said that “all good movements have
their “lunatic fringe.’”

* For a thoroughly patriotic exposure of “patriotie" prefit
eering, see, “War. Profits and Patriotism,” a published letter
by Amos, Pinehot (60 Broadway, New York City) to the Con
ference Committee of the Senate and House of Representatives,
dated September 18, 1917. In almost every particular, Mr.

Pinchot's letter is an unexceptionable document; and on the
* In France and England the pre-war standards of hours of
work are being restored not only to protect the health of the

whole it has high patriotic value. Nothing regarding our war
is more important and true than the reply to those who say

workers but, for the sake also of the very industrial efficiency
for, which they were , mistakenly lowered... Canada, Australia

“it will encourage Germany if we expose the economic as:
saults that are being made

#

our country from within,”

and New Zealand did not lower their labor standards "See

which Mr. Pinchot makes in this letter where he says: “But

Children’s Bureau, Publication, No. 27, “Child Labor in
Warring Countries,” U. S. Department of Labor, Washington,

in the long run it will encourage Germany a great deal more

D. C. To be had upon request.

if we do not expose them.” He soundly, adds that “war
£ if it has no other effect, at least plunges the
public feeling toward the war into a state of confusion.”

* For an account of the British mistake in this respect, see

Children's Bureau, Publication, No. 27, “Child Labor in
Warring Countries,” U. S. Department of Labor, Washington,
To be had upon application.

* President Wilson's address of May 15, 1917, at the White
House, to the Labor Committee (Samuel, Gompers, Chairman)
of the Advisory Commission to the Council of National Defense.
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I do not doubt that any body of men repre
senting labor in this country, speaking for their
fellows, will be willing to make any sacrifice that
is necessary in order to carry this contest to a
successful issue, and in that confidence I feel
that it would be inexcusable if we deprived men
and women of such a spirit of any of the exist
ing safeguards of law. Therefore, I shall exer
cise my influence as far as it goes to see that
that does not happen.” Supported as they are
by a more democratic Cabinet than ever sat at
the council table of any previous President, and
uttered by a President whose democratic sin
cerity is unassailed except as Lincoln's was, by
antipathetic and carping critics, those assur
ances are more dependable than an individual
promise could possibly be. They shadow forth
a daily strengthening sentiment of the people
of this country.
Those earlier plutocratic influences to which
the President's reassuring words allude are pass
ing. They have not wholly passed, they prob
ably will not pass even with the war. The in
terests of Big Business—monopolistic business,
that is—are still too much in evidence, still too
powerful and too ruthless to warrant a more
optimistic statement and prophecy. But not all
even among Big Business men are any longer
of the greedy and ruthless type. The influence
of the barons of industry is weakening, not only
over industrial serfs and among business inter
ests of the more legitimate order, but in the in
dustrial castles of the barons themselves.
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graft yielding to economic democratization
under the expanding influence of a war patriot
ism which “vaunteth not itself" and “is not

puffed up,” but which, with energized hope for
the permanence of future peace, grimly faces the
monstrous ordeal of present war, so, and prob
ably because of it in great degree, may we ob
serve a gratifying change of public opinion in
other respects.
At the beginning there was an unmistakable

feeling wherever our country's cause was not yet
understood, that the Prussian war challenge to
us had been accepted at the command of “Wall
Street.” The President's proved devotion to
peace, his distrust of “Wall-Street” methods,

“Wall-Street's" antipathy to him, and his
having with great difficulty and much patience
kept us out of war so long, should have been a
conclusive refutation.

But the activities of

financially-inspired “preparedness” organiza
tions, the extravagant profits of war industries,
popular repugnance to war for the sake of war,

and horror of war for war profits—these influ
ences confused for a time the processes of

American opinion. Now, however, the country
is coming swiftly to see and to understand why
we are at war,” and how vital it is to democracy
that our war for democracy be won—won in the

fighting and won in the making of a democratic
and permanent peace.

The irresponsible government of Germany had
invaded peaceable countries in wanton viola

Since

£

this war began, humanism has made long strides.
Many an erstwhile plutocrat to whom “labor,”
except for an individual workingman acquain
tance here and there, had meant nothing more
human than “labor-cost” in corporation ledgers,
is beginning to realize that “labor” in the mass
is as human as any individual worker they hap
pen to know and like. This forward drift in
business sentiment is an endorsement of the

President's assurances. It is a guarantee that
they will be supported the whole country over
and the whole war through. It is, moreover,
prophetic of higher labor standards after the war
—standards that will recognize methods of in
dustrial intercourse and rights in industrial

* “After a
perfectly unparalleled, and after an ef
fort worthy of our civilization to accomplish the recognition of

our rights and of our freedom by diplomacy, and by every
£ art, America is, in arms now to vindicate upon the
attlefield the rights of democracy to exist against the denials

of autocracy.'-Newton D. Baker, Secretary of War. “War
Information. Series,” No.2, pp. 8-9, Published by Committee
on, Public Information, Washington, D. C.
We are fighting Germany because in this war feudalism is
making its last stand against oncoming democracy. We see
it now... This is a war against an old spirit, an ancient, out
worn spirit. It is a war against feudalism—the right of the
castle on

the hill to rule the village below.”—Franklin

K.

Lane, Secretary of the Interior. “War Information Series,”
No. 2, p. 6.
ublished by Committee on Public Information,
Washington, D. C

“Some among you may consider the idea that Germany would
attack us, if she won this war, to be improbable; but let him
who doubts remember that the improbable, yes, the impossible,
has been happening in this war from the beginning. . . .
The day has gone by when we can measure possibilities by past
experiences or when we believe that any physical obstacle is
so great or any moral influence is so potent as to cause the

German autocracy to abandon its mad purpose of world con
.*
*.
am firmly convinced that the independence
of no nation, is safe, that the liberty of . no, individual is sure,

quest.

until the military despotism which holds the German, people
in the hollow of its hand has been made impotent and harm.
less forever.

.

The immediate cause

# our

war against

Germany, was the announced purpose of the German govern.

opportunities and output far ahead of the busi

ment to break its promises as to indiscriminate submarine war.
fare, and the subsequent renewal of that ruthless method of

ness traditions which held sway before the war
began.
And just as we may see industrial greed and

destruction with vicious vigor and brutality. . . . . While
this cause was in itself sufficient

.

.

.

we know now that

that government, is, inspired with ambitions which menace hu.
man liberty, and that to gain its end it does not hesitate to

break faith, to violate the most sacred rights or to perpetrate
intolerable acts of inhumanity.

.

.

. This is no war to
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tion of solemn treaties, it had dealt atrociously

genuine and laudable devotion to principles of

with civilian populations, it had sunk enemy ves

international peace linked with profound distrust
of profiteering interests, supplied rich soil for
fostering this pacific but in the emergency very
dangerous national sentiment. The opportunity

sels of commerce with barbaric indifference to

civilian life, it had slaughtered women and chil
dren in their homes with bombs out of the skies,
it had fairly won the place of national outlaw

among the nations.

The consequent pressure

upon us to enter the war as a national knight
errant against this ogre government was strong,
especially after the sinking of the Lusitania, but

President Wilson kept our country true to its
neutrality. Stronger yet was the pressure when
Germany's government supplemented its savage
treatment of enemy vessels with like treatment
of neutral vessels, our own included; still the
President kept us out of the war, relying upon
German promises of good behavior for the
future. But the irresponsible Prussian govern
ment, through which alone the German people
are related politically to the rest of the world,

suddenly rescinded its treacherous promises and
challenged us to war. Giving to our government
short notice that it would sink at sight American
ships upon the high seas within an extensive
ocean area where they had as good right to be
as in our own territorial seas, it followed this
formal declaration of war against our country

thus afforded our ruthless and treacherous enemy

was promptly seized upon.

His secret repre

sentatives in this country made insidious war

fare against us in the very midst of our peace
loving populations. With morally-idiotic cun
ning these sly emissaries financed and fostered
anti-British,pro-German, unconditional-peace and
other war-obstructive agitations so as to make
them tend to weaken our fighting forces and

thereby to serve the Kaiser's cause. But this
phase of the war, now that general recognition
of our reasons for going to war has set in, has
ceased to be of much importance. There is no

longer any danger that intelligent American
democrats will cast the weight of their influence
in the balance where it may serve the side of Ger

man imperialism; and it is such as they, and not
unbalanced agitators or profiteering patriots that
are of the marrow of American democracy.

International Free Press

with overt acts of destruction which left us no

option but to enter the war or to surrender to the
Prussian King and his military court as abjectly
as the German people had done.”
There was doubtless among us at the first, as
already noted, a strong and extensive sentiment
against accepting that challenge of war. Popu
lar ignorance of the circumstances which made

By Walter Williams

The permanency and efficiency of a League of
Peace depends in final analysis upon the body of
public opinion which gives it support. The most
elaborate and nicely adjusted international
machinery breaks down sooner or later, except it

our entering the war inevitable, together with a

has for motive power an informed and sympa

establish an abstract principle of right.

thetic public sentiment. A League of Honor is
impossible of continuance save it is based upon

It is a war in which
. . . Imagine
Germany victor in Europe because the United States remained
neutral. , Who, then, think you, would be the next victim of
those who are seeking to be master of the whole earth?
. . . This # Republic is marshalling its armies and pre

the future of the United States is at stake.

paring with all its vigor to aid in ridding Germany as well
as the world of the most ambitious and most unprincipled

autocracy, which has arisen to stay the wheels of progress and
imperil Christian civilization.”—Robert Lansing,
cretary of
State. “War Information Series,” No.5, pp. 3.9. Published
by Committee on Public Information, Washington, D. C.
. "For a summary, with pertinent state-paper quotations, show
ing the #
up to our declaration of war, see the
speech of Wm. G. McAdoo, Secretary of the Treasury, deli

''

vered September 28, 1917, before the American Bankers’ Asso
ciation at Atlantic
N. J., and published in full in the Con
gressional Record of September 29, 1917, pp. 8225-31. Begin.
ning with the German government's quieting assurances of
September 1, 1915, regarding its submarine warfare, this speech

#

follows the diplomatic correspondence between that government
and ours down to the abrogation by the former–January 17

1917—of all its previously made pacific assurances, supplemented
with its declaration of war to begin February 1, 1917. Mr.
McAdoo's speech continues with a statement of the German
government’s acts of war upon the United States from Febru

ary 1, 1917, to April 6, 1917, when Germany's two months'
war upon us was met with our declaration of war upon Ger
many.

common knowledge as well as common ideas.
Neither individuals nor nations will walk long a

path in amity together except they agree—and
agreement has understanding for prerequisite.
Peace is more nearly safe in a democratic than
in an autocratic world. Democracy is less liable
than autocracy—or bureaucracy—to be militaris
tic. Fundamental in a democracy is freedom of
speech, written and spoken. There can be no

genuine and continued democracy save with free
dom of the press. It still remains true as when
uttered by Macaulay that there are but two
kinds of government in the world, government

by public opinion and government by the sword.
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Because the people hate war and love peace,
wars will be increasingly infrequent when the
voice of the people, organized public opinion, be

the policies of the other nation. This has been

comes in actuality the controlling factor in the

dized news-agencies used to misinform, or in

destinies of all nations. Through a free press is,
in modern times, the chief, though of course not

flame or irritate by the government of one coun
try could have so provoked the other country as

possible because of a press circulating free on
both sides of the border.

Controlled or subsi

the only, method of expression of public opinion.

to bring on war. What is true of the relations

In one sense this hideous war was made by
the world's press. If the journalism of Europe
had been for a century, free to publish the news
uncolored by government influence or dictation,
if it had been free to discuss in public the machi

between Canada and the United States is equally
true, though in different and varying degree, of

nations of secret diplomacy, this frightful strife
would not have come. Certainly national antagon
isms were increased and racial hatreds embittered

the relations between all other nations.

When terms of peace are written it will not

make so much difference what boundary lines
are temporarily marked upon the world's map if
the people within those boundary lines are per
mitted to express themselves freely and to talk

by the international news served out from official
or semi-official sources, by the Wolff Agency in

over them at will and without fear of restraint.

Germany, Reuter's in England, the Havas in
France, the Correspondenz Wilhelm in Aus

are elevated into impenetrable and unscalable
walls. Agreement upon freedom of the seas is

tria, the Stefanie in Italy, the Ministry of

desirable that the world's commerce of material

the Telegraph—frankly official—in Russia, the
Koksai in Japan and others in other lands. The

freight may be carried by merchant navies with
out hindrance, but agreement upon freedom of
the press is necessary that the world's commerce
of opinion may be carried far and wide to all

international news thus circulated was seldom

the actual truth—it was what the government
wished the people of their own nations and the
governments and people of other nations to think
was the truth. Many others than Bismarck
manipulated the editorials and the news dis
patches. Nor has the tribe disappeared from
earth. War took place in the open because—
thanks to an enslaved and complacent press—
the preparations therefor were carried on in
secret. Censorship was an accessory before the
colossal crime of war even if it was not a prin
cipal in bringing it about.
To remove the constant recurring danger of

Division fences are most dangerous when they

lands.

An international free press would mean real
disarmament.

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Week Ending October 16

National Public Ownership Conference
The national conference on public ownership is to be
held in Chicago on November 25, 26 and 27. The
program of subjects to be discussed and of the speakers
who have signified intention to take part therein con
tains the following:

strife between nations there is needed a national

and international free press.

Suspicion and

Conservation and Public Ownership of Natural
Resources—

jealousy and national antagonism are largely
founded upon ignorance. It is what we do not
know in our neighbor nation that we fear. It is

Louis F. Post—“The Public Ownership of Land.”
Jeannette Rankin, Congresswoman from Montana,
who recently introduced a bill in Congress to have the

what he does not understand regarding us that
causes distrust and dislike. If the people of one

Government take over the copper mines—“Why the
Government Should Own and Operate the Copper

nation knew the hopes, aspirations, life interests
of other nations, were free to learn from a free
press, many present causes of strife would never
exist. The friendship between Canada and the
United States, a friendship that made unneces

Mines.”

sary forts or armed guards upon boundary lines,
has resulted in large measure from an exchange
of the people's thoughts, knowledge by each
nation of the public opinion which determined

Gifford Pinchot—“The Conservation of Natural
Resources.”

R.

F.

Pettigrew—“The Fight

Forests.”

for

National

-

E. E. Carr—“Public Ownership of Mines.”
Postalization of Telegraph and Telephones—
David J. Lewis—“The Case for Postalization.”

Florence Kelley, Secretary of the National Con
sumers League.

The
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Morton L. Johnson, Chicago Federation of Labor.
S. J. Konenkamp, International Secretary Com
mercial Telegraphers—on “Labor's Interest in
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James Maurer, President State Federation of La-'
bor of Pennsylvania—“How the Interests of Labor
Should Be Guarded Under Public Ownership.”

Postalization.”

Public Ownership Movements—
Public Ownership of Railways—
Charles Zueblin, Carl S. Vrooman—“The Case for
Public Ownership.”

Charles Edward Russell—“Experience in Foreign

Ray McKaig, State Master North Dakota Grange,
on “The National Grange and Public Utilities.”
H. G. Tiegan, North Dakota Nonpartisan League—
“Public Ownership Movement in the Northwest.”

Lands.”

The Failure of Organization—

F. F. Ingram—“The Co-ordination of Water with
Rail Transportation and a Rational System of Rate
Making.”

Benjamin C. Marsh and Henry H. Klein—“Proper

Daniel W. Hoan, Mayor of Milwaukee.
George L. Record, New York.

How to Conduct Public Ownership Campaigns—

Methods of Financing the Acquisition.”
Public Ownership and the High Cost of Living—

Charles H. Ingersoll, The Dollar Watch Man, New
York.

Anna Maley, Minneapolis.
Victor L. Berger, Editor

of

the

Milwaukee

Leader.

Clyde L. King, Philadelphia.
Municipal Ownership—

R. E. McDonnell, of Burns and McDonnell, Con
sulting Engineers, Kansas City, Mo.
A. W. Ricker, Pearson's Magazine, New York—
“Publicity for Public Ownership.”
In addition to these, representatives of the Canadian
government have been invited to speak on their ex
perience with government phones and telegraphs in
Canada. Included in these is Sir Adam Beck, chairman
of the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario.

Others whose acceptance of invitations is still pending
Delos F. Wilcox, Ph.D., Public Utility Expert—
“Financial and Administrative Preparation for Mu
nicipal Ownership.”

Evans Clark—“Extent and Growth of Municipal

are Amos Pinchot, Frederic C. Howe, Frank P. Walsh,
George P. Hampton, J. Weller Long, secretary of the
American Society of Equity, Frank Hayes of the
United Mine Workers and Professor Scott Nearing.

Ownership in U. S.”

F. W. Ballard—“Cleveland's Electric Light Plant.”
C. W. Koiner—“The Pasadena Electric Light
Plant and the Fight for Municipal Ownership in

New War Boards Appointed
By executive order on October 14, President Wilson

Southern California.”

established a War Trade Board of six members to

Homer Talbot, Secretary Kansas League of Mu

administer the commercial regulations of the Trading

nicipalities—“Municipal Ownership in Kansas and

with-the-Enemy Act. Five of the members of the new
board selected are Vance C. McCormick, chairman,
Alonzo E. Taylor, Thomas D. Jones, Beaver White, and

the Southwest.”

Arthur J. Sweet, Electrical and Consulting En
gineer of Milwaukee, on “Municipal Street Lighting.”
R. B. Howell—“Municipal Water Works.”
James B. Balch, Mayor of Kalamazoo, Michigan—
“Municipal Fuel Yards.”

A. M. Todd—“Municipal and Public Ownership in
Europe.”
F. A. Cashin, Superintendent San Francisco Mu

nicipal Street Car Lines—“Municipal Street Car
Systems.”

Hugh Reid—“The Struggle for Municipal Owner
ship of Street Car Lines in Chicago.”
John C. Kennedy, member Chicago City Council—
“The Chicago Municipal Water Works.”
Robert Buck—“The Hydro-Electric Light and
Power Plant of Chicago—the Largest Municipal

Frank O. Munson. The sixth member is to be selected

by the Secretary of the Treasury. The board will issue
licenses to do business with German corporations or
individuals or with corporations or individuals residing
in countries allied with Germany. Under the act all per
sons, regardless of nationality, in Germany, even Ameri
can citizens, are classed as “enemies.” Under the same

order a censorship board was established to supervise
cables, telegraphs and mail communication with foreign
countries.

This board is headed by George Creel and
contains in addition, the Secretary of War, the Secre

tary of the Navy, the Postmaster General and all the
members of the War Trade Board.

The Postmaster

General will have charge of all the regulations per
taining to the press.

Plant in the States.”

E. M. Stevens—“Success of the Electric Light
Plant in Kansas City, Kansas.”

Conference of Subject Nationalities
A Conference of the League of Small and Subject

Democratic Control of Public Utilities—

Alpin, New York City, on October 29, 30 and 31. Im
migration Commissioner Frederic C. Howe is to pre
side. The league contains representatives of 25 na
tionalities and was organized before the entrance of

Nationalities has been called to meet at the Hotel Mc

Judson King—“Popular Government Necessary to
Public Ownership.”

Walter J. Millard—“Proportional Representation
as a Means of Securing Democratic Control.”

the United States into the war. The conference is in
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body to secure representation of small and subject
nations at the peace conference, when it meets, and to
present to the world the importance of granting them
their rights as an indispensible condition of future
world peace.
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wide front east and northeast of Ypres, and penetrated
the German lines to a depth of two miles. A thousand
prisoners were taken, and more commanding positions
secured. Another attack was made on the 12th without

waiting for the usual artillery preparation. This was
made over water-covered ground, and was finally halted
because of incessant rains.

Progressive Democratic Platform in Massachusetts
The Massachusetts Democratic State Convention on

October 6 declared for submission by the Constitu
tional Convention of the Initiative and Referendum

amendment and the questions of public trading and
absentee voting. It endorsed woman suffrage and
legislation to restore the original intent of the Work
men's Compensation system “in so far as its purposes
have been thwarted by judicial construction.” After ex

It netted the Allies 500

prisoners, and brought them within five hundred yards
of Passchendael. Heavy fighting has occurred in the
Verdun section and on the Italian front, but without
material changes in the lines. The Russian troops ap
pear to offer greater resistance to the Germans, and to
be submitting to better discipline. The German fleet on
the 14th landed a force on Oesel Island, at the head of
the Gulf of Riga. [See current volume, page 991.]
*

x

pressing approval of the war it declares “we shall be

just as zealous as in times of peace to protect our
people from extortion, oppression and partisan con
duct of State affairs. The taxation plank is:
We favor striking out the word “proportional”
from the taxation section of our Constitution so

that property may be classified for taxation at vary

ing rates, according to the nature of the property and
the effect of the tax.

Submarines and torpedoes took fourteen British ships
of over 1,600 tons, and two under that tonnage, during
the week. The arrivals were 2,519, and the departures.
2,632. Great Britain launched more vessels than she
lost during the week. This is contrasted in the Ad
miralty report with the sinkings of the week ending
April 21, when eighty ships were sunk, half of them
being over 1,600 tons.

We want our taxation laws

to give more encouragement to our producers and
our commercial interests, both of them at present
greatly imperilled by extensive taxation. Those who
hold our national resources out of use should be thus
penalized, if anybody, instead of those who do
things.

x

*

Much interest is taken in a mutiny that occurred on
four or five German warships at Wilhelmshaven about
six weeks ago, and which was made public on the 10th

by Vice-Admiral Capelle, Minister of Marine, in a
charge before the Reichstag that three Socialist mem

bers of that body had aided the mutineers. Complete
Frederick W. Mansfield is the nominee for Gover
nor, and heads the ticket chosen at the primary.

details have not been published, but it is reported that
the men of one battleship, the Westfalen, threw their

captain into the water and drowned him. The crew of
Russia

another vessel seized the officers, and attempted to take

Premier Kerensky appears to have won his point in
the contest with the Bolsheviki and other opponents,

the ship to Sweden to be interned, but was overtaken by
torpedo boats. The mutiny appears to have been the

and has formed a coalition Cabinet of seventeen mem

result of ideas from the Russian Revolution, and the

bers, six Socialists, four Constitutional Democrats, one

men sought to end the war by rendering the navy
useless. The charges of complicity on the part of
Socialist members of the Reichstag by the Minister of
Marine has led to great bitterness in that body, and has
resulted in the Minister's resignation. Reports persist
also that the opposition to Chancellor Michaelis is

independent, and six members from other parties. The

Bolsheviki, or ultra radicals, refuse to recognize the
new Government, but their influence appears to be wan
ing, and they will be opposed by the Cabinet. The pro
gram outlined by the Government includes three princi
ple aims: First, to raise the fighting power of the arm
ies and navies; second, to bring order to the country by
fighting anarchy; third, to call the constituent assembly
as soon as possible. The first session of the Prelimi
nary Parliament, which grew out of the Democratic Con

gress, will be called within a few days. The diplomatic
corps in Petrograd is reported to be more optimistic
over the situation than at any time for months past.
The great railroad strike involving an advance in wages
amounting to $2,500,000,000 has led the Government to

offer a raise of $375,000,000. [See current volume, page
991.]

steadily growing.
x

*k

Secretary of State Lansing gave to the press on the
9th three more dispatches exposing the nature of Ger
man diplomacy. The dispatches passed between the
Berlin foreign office and the German Minister at Wash
ington, Count Bernstorff. All were dated before the
war, and related to crippling of the Canadian Pacific
Railroad, to sabotage in American and Canadian fac
tories, and to conducting a “vigorous campaign to se
cure a majority in both Houses of Congress favorable
to Germany.” German papers, apparently, have taken
little notice of this abuse of the courtesies of a friendly

European War
The main military activities of the week consisted of
two more advances in Flanders. The first took place

nation, but members of the German-American press in
this country have been severe in their condemnation
of this evidently official action of the “German Govern

on the 9th when the British and French attacked on a

ment.”

The
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American preparations for the war include a con

structive program on the part of the Navy for the
building of 787 vessels of all types from superdread
naughts to submarine chasers, at an estimatd cost of
$1,150,400,000. The program of the United States
Shipping Board to requisition all American-owned
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Then the powers will soon yield their special privilege
of extra-territorial rights. It is not beyond hope to
effect the withdrawal of the troops of the various for
eign countries.

ocean-going steamers of more than 2,500 tons was put
into effect on the 15th. It is expected that this action
will affect 500 vessels of 2,000,000 tons. Sailing vessels
and steamers of less than 2,500 tons are not included
in the order, but sailing vessels of American registry
have been refused clearance to foreign ports on the
theory that they will prove more effective in the coast
ing trade. These with the smaller steamers will replace
the larger coasters that will from time to time as needed
be put in the foreign trade.
sk

NOTES
—Don M. Dickinson, Postmaster General under Gro
ver Cleveland, died on October 15, aged 71.

—The $2,000,000 loaned to Belgium on the 3d brought
the total amount loaned to the Allies by the United
States to $2,518,400,000.
—Officers’ commissions were granted to 678 Negroes
at the Fort Des Moines training camp on October 15.

*

Of these 160 were made captains, and the remainder
The daily cost of the war at present is estimated by
the Mechanics and Metals National Bank to be $160,
000,000, of which the United States is paying one quar

lieutenants.

ter.

ity of 35,000. The State has been under statutory pro
hibition since 1915. The election makes the law a part

The war is estimated to have cost the world to

date $100,000,000,000, and will reach $165,000,000,000, if
it continues till next August. Interest on the German
public debt is estimated at ten per cent of the normal
income of the people of that country, as compared
with less than one-half of one per cent. in this country.

—Iowa went dry on October 15 by a popular major

of the Constitution.

—Oil exports from Mexico during June and July,
according to official statements, amounted to 2,000,000

tons. It is estimated that the exports for August and
September will reach 3,000,000 tons.

China

Belated dispatches from Peking announce three man
dates issued by President Feng Kwo-chang, providing
for the establishment of a national council, the elec
tion of a parliament, and the arrest and punishment

—A bill introduced in the Porto Rico legislature on

October 11 provides for a referendum in 1920 on
whether the people prefer that Porto Rico become a
State of the Union or an independent republic.

of Dr. Sun Yat Sen, and his associates in the Southern

revolutionary movement, including all the members of
the Canton Parliament.

All the Provinces are to elect

five members to the council, which is to convene in
Peking within a month to revise the election laws for
Parliament, which is to meet within ten months. [See
current volume, page 894.]
*

—The gross earnings of New Zealand State rail
ways was £4,800,810 during the past fiscal year. The
net profit was £1,873,946, an increase of £250,000

over the preceding year. The net earning a mile was
.#652.
—About 500 students of the De Witt Clinton and the

Commerce high schools of New York City have struck

x

on account of the extra hours required of them under

M. Conty, the retiring French Minister to China,
said before leaving Peking that he believed that
the foreign powers might be willing to give up their
extra-territorial rights in China if that country would
thoroughly reform her judiciary. The Minister said:

the compulsory military training system established by
the Slater law.

—The Treasury Department has reduced the rate for
seamen's insurance on masters, officers, and crews of

vessels trading to and from European ports and from
The declaration of war against Germany and Aus
tria is the greatest event in modern Chinese history.

African ports on the Mediterranean from 75 cents per

$100 to 50 cents per $100.
Through this China secures the friendship of the
great powers and the good relationship of her strong
neighbor, Japan. America, too, is now desirous of
helping her as much as she can.
During this period China should utilize the oppor

tunity of foreign assistance in improving her domes
tic affairs. The question of jurisdiction over aliens
is one that occupies many of the thinking Chinese. I

—Reports of prices in Stockholm name $100 a ton

for anthracite coal that formerly sold for $15. Tea
sells for $8 a pound, chocolate, $3; ham, $1. House
rent, because of the influx of foreigners to escape the
rigors of war, have advanced in proportion.

tria, to employ advisers from Japan to revise the ex

—The number and tonnage of vessels passing
through the Suez Canal during the past three years,
according to the official report of the British Govern
ment, was 4,802 vessels of 19,409,495 net tons in 1914;
3,708 vessels of 15,266,155 tons in 1915; and 3,110

isting laws of the country.

vessels of 12,325,347 tons in 1916.

believe China should take this occasion, when diplo
matic relations are severed with Germany and Aus
-

Judicial officers of France, Britain, and the United
States may be added to secure the trust of the powers.

Three American

vessels passed through the canal in 1914, one in 1915,
and sixteen in 1916.

The
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—The striking copper miners at Globe, Ariz., after
a hearing on October 11 before the President's Com
mission, to investigate labor difficulties, agreed to sub
mit their case unconditionally to the board and abide

woolen undershirts, 912,272 summer drawers, 1,047,690
winter drawers, 607,374 hats, 459,310 leggings, 937,734

by its decision. The mine owners are still to be heard.
—By agreement between the War Industries Board

BOOKS

and steel manufacturers maximum prices were fixed on

shoes.

Ultimate Democracy and Its Making. By Professor Newell
#P.
Published by A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago.
Tice Śl.•0.

steel on October 11. They are said to be one-third
below the market price. The price fixed in the Youngs
town market for steel blooms and billets was $47.50 per

As a study in the static conditions and dynamic
forces that have contributed to produce our present
civilization, Professor Sims' book is invaluable. The

gross ton.

and 91 of the miners have taken the treatment and

first four chapters make strong appeal to the historic
instinct, dealing successively with Original Democracy,
Ancient and Modern Democracy, and finally with Ul
timate Democracy. The remaining chapters trace the
action of the many forces at work tending to raise the
value of man, and to lead the world away from autoc

been cured.

racy towards its ultimate goal, the prospects for which

—The Bureau of Plant Industry is stimulating the in
creased production of vegetable-fat crops. Besides the
principle plants used for this purpose, such as peanuts,

ceedingly thorough, and gives evidence of much pains
taking thought and research. The quotations from

soybeans, and cotton seed it is proposed to foster the
production of sunflower seed, which yields a satisfac

admirable catholicity of spirit, while the optimistic at

tory oil, and also sesame and perilla.

mosphere which pervades the book from beginning to
end makes it pleasant as well as instructive reading.

—The Sultan of Egypt, Hussein Kemal, died on the
9th. Hussein Kemal was chosen Sultan by Great
Britain in 1914 to succeed his uncle, Abbas Hilmi, who
had thrown his lot with Turkey at the beginning of the

directed against this book is as to what may be called
its excess of optimism. Professor Sims seems con

—Of the 1,440 miners in the Mother Lode district
of California examined for hook worm, according to
the report issued by the Bureau of Mines, Department

of the Interior, 444 miners were found to be infected;

war, and was deposed by the British Commission as an
enemy to Great Britain. Ahmed Fuad has been chosen
to the Sultanate.

[See vol. xvii, p. 1232.]

—More American goods were sold to the West Indies,
according to the Department of Commerce, than to the
entire continent of South America, the figures being

$191,195,791 and $177,628,611. The West India

trade

was seven times the amount of American goods sent to
China. It was two and a half times that with Australia,

New Zealand, and the rest of British Oceanica.
—Tests conducted by the Bureau of Mines, Depart

ment of the Interior, show that the amount of de
terioration of coal in heating value during storage has
been generally overestimated. Except for subbitu
minous Wyoming coal, the loss observed in outdoor
weathering did not exceed 1.2 per cent in the first
year, or 2.1 per cent in two years. Storage of New
River coal under water effectively prevents deteriora
tion. Pittsburgh coal lost in open air storage only 1.1

per cent in five years. Submerged portions appeared
to lose nothing at all.

Details of tests are given in

Bulletin 136.

—Nearly 13,000,000 pieces of wearing apparel and
sleeping equipment have been shipped to the sixteen
National Army cantonments since the mustering of

troops began. Among the items supplied to the 431,180
men in camp October 3, were 422,346 bedsacks, 1,402,390

are set forth in the final chapter.

The work is ex

writers of all shades of political opinion witness to an

The only serious criticism, indeed, which might be

vinced that ultimate democracy will come not by
revolution but by evolution; that the forces of the
universe are at present converging to that end; and
that even those changes that on the surface seem like
retrograde movements, are but the restlessness or grow
ing-pains that indicate the approach of adolescence or
maturity. Such a thought may be a valuable corrective
to the despair that grips a sensitive soul in full view
of the ghastly facts on the under side of social life,

but as a postulate on which to rest, one feels instinct
ively that it is insecure. Most sane men believe in
“the stream of tendency that makes for righteousness.”
It may be that this tendency is destined to triumph in
the long run; but in the short run represented by cen
turies, it may be as it has been, deflected, frustrated,

and indefinitely dammed back by unscientific economic
systems. It is not without significance that Adam Smith
wrote two books, “The Wealth of Nations,” and “The
Theory of the Moral Sentiments”; as though recogniz
ing that a system of human relationships based on a
true science of economics, must furnish the medium or
channel through which the stream of tendency repre

sented by the innate moral impulses must flow, if it is
to fulfill its regenerative function. There may be
danger then, in building too confidently on such symp
toms as the decay of subserviency, the vanishing au

thority of the church, the lowered status of militarism,

blankets, 436,749 cotton breeches, 267,569 cotton coats,

or the political emancipation of women, as leading to
ultimate democracy or indeed to anywhere in particular.
Neither does the changed attitude towards the poor

259,805 woolen breeches, 204,728 woolen coats, 289,713

on the part of the wealthy necessarily point in any di

overcoats, 789,997 flannel shirts, 1,606,532 cotton stock

rection other than that of a benevolent instead of a

ings, 1,276,073 light woolen stockings, 12,975 heavy

selfish plutocracy; and it is a little surprising that Pro

woolen stockings, 1,019,801 cotton undershirts, 1,023,093

fessor Sims should seriously instance Mr. Andrew Car
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negie's philanthropy as among the signs of the times

classed with lumber and to be discussed by capitalists

that promise a future for the democratic ideal.

and economists as a mere object of merchandise.” Now,

Apart, however, from a too limited recognition of
the radicalism which holds special privilege to be the
real enemy of society, the book is excellent reading.

if a man makes a chair, it may be assumed that Pro

The chapter containing the argument that “the urbani

some other commodity without loss of dignity as a man.

zation of society clearly means the democratization of
society” is, subject to some qualifications, especially in
teresting. Such an argument has long been required

But if instead of selling the chair, he sells his time
and skill, and undertakes to work directly to the pur

fessor Sims would call it a commodity and would ad
mit that its maker might sell it or exchange it for

chaser's requirements instead of guessing at them be

population city-wards. For if we may accept as history

forehand, in what way has he fallen from grace or
become the victim of “a vicious doctrine?” To buy

the record in the book of Genesis, that the human race
was but two generations old when it commenced the

lumber as a commodity is essentially the same as to
buy labor, for the one is but a concrete embodiment of

as a reply to those who deplore the trek of the rural

city-building which it has persevered in ever since, we

the other.

must regard so deeply-rooted an instinct as part of that

upon the free exchange of services, these services must
be valuated in the same way as commodities, and bought
and sold according to the same currency standard. Nor

upward-reaching impulse which prompts man to find his
true self in the larger life of the Polis or community.
It may indeed be confidently affirmed that it is in virtue
of this instinct to build cities and live in them, that
man has risen to his highest level whether as scientist,
artist, philosopher, or saint. Here again, however, we

If the ideal democratic state is to be based

will it alter the fact if we call the remuneration of labor

an “honorarium ” as high-class surgeons do.

It is at

bottom a wage, and the service must ultimately be sold
at its market price, for there is no other standard by

closer quarters than in scattered communities. Pro
fessor Sims assumes that under urbanized conditions

which to equate it to other services. Of course, the in
justice, the slavery, the condition against which all the
forces of democracy are marshalled, begins when,
through the pressure of privilege, the laborer is com
pelled to sell his service not for its true value as de
termined by competition, but for bare subsistence or

“the conservative property-classes will be outvoted, out

less.

witted, and outcast from the ruler's seat,” but why, we

The paragraphs on “The shifting emphasis of
religion” in its bearing on democracy, is liable to a
little criticism in detail. That “the religious emotions

must guard against the assumption that urbanization
of itself, “clearly means” democratization. At best, it
can only bring the conditions under which special privi
lege, the arch-enemy of democracy, can be dealt with at

ask, this animus against the property-classes, for do
we not all wish to be admitted to them?

Ruskin tells

of having observed a bouk in a shop-window entitled
“On the Diffusion of Taste Among All Classes.”
“Aha, my taste-diffusing friend,” he said to himself as
he walked down the street, “don’t you see that if you
could diffuse taste among all classes, there would be no
classes?”

Similarly, if we can diffuse property among

all classes (and surely this is the aim of democracy)
there will then be no “property-classes.” To pursue the
analogy a little further if by the elimination of privilege
we can diffuse the benefits of urbanization among the

unurbanized, even that distinction will vanish, and the
reproach of narrowness, suspiciousness and fatalism
which Professor Sims attaches to the rural mind, may

disappear. With livings easy to earn whether in coun

try or city, does any reason remain why the life of the
farmer or his laborers should necessarily be bounded
by the narrow horizons that have hitherto hemmed them
in? With modern asphalted roads, low-priced auto
mobiles, telephones, daily papers, cheap magazines, local
libraries and postal services, there is no reason why
a farming community within twenty miles of a city
should be less “urbanized” than that of the dweller

within city limits.
A keen appreciation of a good book suggests a cer
tain churlishness in selecting points for criticism, but
here and there passages appear which may offend the
sensibilities of those who will not allow their judg

ments to be hypnotized by words. For example, Pro
fessor Sims says that “the notion that labor is a com
modity is being relegated to the limbo of vicious doc
trines,” but deplores that “labor still continues to be

that once enthralled have vanished from the soul of

man,” is an untenable proposition. On the contrary,
observation amply proves that there never was more

genuine religious emotion in the world than to-day, and
largely because of the work of science in destroying
the superstitious beliefs from which the spirit that once
animated them has evaporated.

And Professor Sims

must surely have written in haste when he said “The
mysterious has been dragged into the daylight; the
crepuscular has disappeared.” Is it not rather the fact
that in proportion as the things known have increased,

the area of the unknown and mysterious has increased
in a geometrical ratio? When man knew little he
thought he knew all, and had an “explanation” ready
for every mystery. Now that much is known, he bows
his head before the boundlessness of the unknown and
the fathomlessness of life's mystery. The crepuscular,
instead of having disappeared, has become the moment

of inspiration for the poet, the artist, the philosopher
and the interpreter of life.

y

Subject to the mild criticisms offered above, the book
may be heartily commended as stimulative, informative,
and cheering in its outlook.
ALEX
x

MACKENDRICK.

x

To permit in land the same unqualified private owner
ship that rightly attaches to the things produced by
labor, is inevitably to separate the people into the very
rich and the very poor, inevitably to enslave labor—to
make the few the masters of the many.—Henry George.
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B O Oks For Our
Soldiers and Sailors
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Our effort to supply the training camp libraries with THE

PUBLIC has proved so successful that we feel we should now put
into our soldiers and sailors hands, books of the kind on which

The Public Book Department specializes.
After

the

Civil

The books will be
chosen from the fol

War, the Western
frontier was open
to the young men

lowing list:

Social

problems,

by

Henry George ($1.00);

of the
disbanded
armies. Now there
is no Western

|
An International Journal

frontier, but knowl
edge is a key which

-

-

-:--

will a ga in open
wide the door for
the vision and in

This Volume Is

dustry of our men
when they return

Board

the

Good

Ship Earth, by Herb
ert
Quick
($1.25);
Thrift, by Bolton Hall

o

Fundamental Democracy
as:=:

On

Donated By

($1.00); Life of Joseph
Fels, by Mary Fels
($1.00); The Taxation
of Land Values, by
Louis F. Post ($1.25);
The Orthowratic State,
by E r n e s t Cros by

#9t, The £
of the Unemployed, by

from France.
We have arranged a
carefully selected list

H. F. Ring ($1.00);
The Public
Social Service, by
122 East 37 Street, New York
Louis F. Post (75c.);
of titles in two sets:
The Life of Henry
One set of books to
George, by
the
total
value
of
George, Jr.
(75c.);
$10.00 at regular rates, the other set to Oratory, by John P. Altgeld (50c.); The
the value of $5.00, to be sent to the libra
Enforcement of Law in Cities, by Brand
ries in the cantonments and training
Whitlock (50c.); The Law of Human
camps, and on the firing line, through
Progress, by Henry George (50c., when
the American Library Association, with
ready); Russia and the Russian People,
whom THE PUBLIC is co-operating. These
by L. G. Redmond-Howard (50c.).
books we have either published ourselves
Books to the value of $10.00 will be sent
for a contribution of $5.00 and for $2.50
or buy in large quantities at special prices.
we will send books to the value of $5.00.
Readers who co-operate will get the bene
We will send either of these parcels of

fit of unusually low rates; one dollar will,

books to anyone in the army or navy, or

in fact, do the work of two.

if the donor has no brother, son or frien
in the forces, his parcel will be despatched

to the libraries in the camps and at the front.
If the desired name and address of the
contributor will be inscribed in each book

on the bookplate reproduced above.

Camp Library Fund Contribution
THE PUBLIC,
122 East 37th Street,
New York. *
I am enclosing
for the

#
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set
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of books which you will send to the Libraries
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in the Training Camps and at the Front, or
to the individual soldier or sailor whose

*E

name is stated on the margin.
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Address ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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A Remarkable
List of Books
4|
Our latest catalog of Books is just off the press.
Friends say that this little 32-page Book is the
most complete list of Books of its kind pub
ished. A copy will be cheerfully mailed you on re

YOUR PART IN POWERTY

1uest.

The Public 1:####, New York
GEORGE LANSBURY

“A Brief Guide to

Contemporary Literature”
By A. HENRY SCHNEER
Price 12c postpaid
985 Whitlock Ave., N.Y.C.

UNDAY, OCTOBER 28TH, a
memorial w re at h will be

In reviewing this book in THE PUBLIC, Alex
ander Mackendrick says:
“It is written by one who both knows and
cares how the poor live, and should be read by
every American citizen of whatever political
opinion; whether engaged or not engaged in re
form or uplift agencies; whether concerned or
unconcerned in the social problem.”

placed by the members of the
$1 net; at all bookstores

SINGLE TAX PARTY
on the grave of

Published by

HENRY GEORGE

B. W. HUEBSCH, 225 Fifth avenue, NEw York

in commemoration of the 20th anniver

sary of his last stand for humanity.
THE HON. GEORGE WALLACE

WHY NOT

and other candidates on the

BEGIN YOUR
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING NOW

SINGLE TAX PARTY TICKET
will deliver addresses

Other prominent Single Taxers

WHY NOT

will participate

All Single Taxers are invited to
SELECT YOUR GIFTS FROM BIGGER
STOCK AND AVOID THE WEEK
BEFORE CHRISTMAS CROWDS

join this reverent pilgrimage

GREENwood CEMETERY, 2 P.M.
Take car at Brooklyn Bridge to 9th Ave.
20th St. gate

and

DON'T WORRY I
LET US DO IT FOR YOU 1

WHY NOT
HELP EVERY MAN AND WOMAN
BOY AND GIRL WHO SELLS AND
DELIVERS YOUR PURCHASES BY

SHOPPING EARLY

UST let us know what subscriptions you
want—we'll

£

your

order

for

any

periodical published at the lowest rates.
FIELD & STREAM
SCRIBNER'S
ALL OUTDOORS
THE PUBLIC
AND THE MICHIGAN FARMER

are a

few

Consumers’ League of
NEW YORK CITY

of the many whose subscription

prices are going to jump soon.

Get yours in

now, and avoid the increased cost.

Double the Circulation
GRAUBARD

BROTHERS

Subscription Service Specialists
Brooklyn, N. Y.

114 South Third Street

Of The Public this Year
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An Important
Announcement
IN

the most difficult year in the history of publishing,
THE PUBLIC has taken on new life, has carried

contributions from some of the best known men in

the country and has forged ahead in circulation and
influence.

:=

It is now necessary to print several thousand more
copies per week than were required on January 1, and
by December 31st the circulation will, we feel confi
dent, show another strong advance.
From the first issue of December, THE PUBLIC will
be enlarged one-third; that is, it will have thirty-two
pages instead of twenty-four, and from January 1 the
subscription rate will be advanced to $2.00 per year.
This will put it on a better business basis. Every cent
of the increased subscription revenue will be used for
further development.
One dollar a year has always been too low a price
for this sort of a publication. In the last two years
costs of production have in every detail advanced, as
every reader knows.
The important point in connection with this inevit
able increase in price is to see that it does not impede
the upward march of circulation. The editors and
everyone back of THE PUBLIC are supremely interested
in its reaching a larger and larger number of readers.
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In the two and a half months that are before us and

the increased rate, new readers must be enlisted in
battalions.

The coupon will enable you to extend your own
subscription a year from its expiration date at the
present rate of $1, and to send THE PUBLIC to two
friends for a whole year for an additional $1.

The Public,
122 East 37th St.,
New York.
Enclosed find $1 for which extend my subscrip
tion to THE PUBLIC one year, and $1 for which send
THE PUBLIC for one year to the two names herewith.
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